
 

None, please message me if you need this done any more. Do you want to learn how to use a Fanon Wiki? If so, check out these helpful articles: What Fanon is and how it works This article answers the most common questions about fanons and tells you how they work. It also provides a list of fanons that are good for beginners and advanced users alike!
http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/What_is_Fanon%3F A guide to editing This article will teach new wiki editors all of the basics on using the wiki software wikia's html editor - what each button does, what some of the terms used mean, etc. http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/Guide_to_Editing Character articles This article shows you how to make a character page. It also provides links to the different types of
character pages and tells you when they should be used. http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/Category:Character%28s%29 A template information guide Tells you all about templates and what they do and how to use them effectively! http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/Template_Information_Guide How to create a fanon This article teaches new fanons everything they need to know in order to get started on their
fanons! http://fanon. wikia.com/wiki/How_to_Create_a_Fanon Using the Fanon Wiki Editing Tool show you how to edit using the Fanon Wiki's editing tool. http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/Using_the_Fanon_Wiki Manual of Style This article explains to new users how to style their fanons properly and avoid making mistakes! http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/Manual_of_Style Character article
troubleshooting This article deals with common problems experienced by new users when creating a character page, and provides solutions for these problems! http://fanon.wikia. com/wiki/Character_Article_Troubleshooting How to write a good bio This article teaches new users how to make sure their character's page is non-abridged, has interesting information, and overall makes for a good read!
http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/How_to_Write_a_Good_Bio Fanon Wiki FAQ gives you the answers to many of the most common questions about this wiki, its policies, and how it works! http://fanon.wikia. com/wiki/Fanon_Wiki_FAQ And these are some other helpful pages: Fanon Wiki Style Guide gives you useful tips on how to make your fanons look good!
http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/Fanon_Wiki_Style_Guide The Star Force Wiki Fanon Policy is the set of rules that all fanons on this wiki must follow. Make sure to read it before making a fanon! http://fanon.wikia.com/wiki/Star_Force_Wiki_-_Fanon_Policy Buttons Tutorial shows you how to use all of the different buttons available when editing! http://fanon.wikia.
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